Episys® Identity Q&A Integration
An interface with the FIS Identity Integration Service
Could your employees use a convenient and simple applicant verification system?

**IT WORKS LIKE THIS ...**
Episys Identity Q&A Integration provides an interface to the FIS Identity Authentication service. It uses question and answer quizzes to verify an individual's identity, and returns a pass or fail response based on the number of correct answers. The program also generates an Episys PDF™ that enables imaging of the Q&A results. A tracking record is created to store the results.

Episys Identity Q&A Integration can be integrated with the following Symitar products:
- SymApp™
- Enhanced Loan Application™ (ELA)
- Enhanced Member Application™ (EMA)
- Enhanced Account Revision (EAR)
- Enhanced Member Verification (EMV)

**WHAT IT DOES:**
- Provides an HTML screen for a single point for reviewing account verification information for members, including warnings, notes, comments account information, member information, identification information, and product information.
- Works with Synergy, Synergy Express, and OnBase imaging systems.
- Can also work in tandem with the optional module Episys Identity Q&A Integration.

**WHAT IT DOES FOR YOU:**
- Is fully functional and configurable without required customization.
- Enables credit union staff to view key member information in a clean, consistent, standardized format.
- Maintains convenient records of member visits with account-level notes that display member names, reasons for their visits, and the verification methods used.

**COMPATIBILITY**
- Episys®

**BUSINESS VALUE**
- Enhance Service
- Improve Operations
- Mitigate Risk